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Phonology and Orthography:

Alphabet:

Standard
Transcript

Phonemes
Similar Sounds in
other Languages

A /ə/ As in "about"
AA /ɐ̞ː/ As in “far”

B /b/
As in "bye" (not

aspirated)
BH /bʰ/ sound As an aspirated B
C /tʃ/ As in "match"

CH /tʃʰ/
As an aspirated

CH

D /d/
As in "do" (not

aspirated)
DH /dʰ/ sound As an aspirated D
E /e/ As in "play"

EE /eː/ sound
As in “may” for
some speakers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_front_unrounded_vowel
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F /f/ As in "false"

G /g/
As in "goal" (not

aspirated)
GH /gʰ/ sound As an aspirated G

H /ɦ/ sound
As in "behind" for

some speakers.
I /ɪ/ As in "hit"
J /dʒ/ As in "job"
K /k/ As in “cat”

KH /kʰ/ sound As an aspirated K
L /l/ As in "louse"
M /m/ As in "mouse"
N /n/ As in "no"
O /o/ As in "low"
P /p/ As in "pea"

R /r/ sound
As in Spanish

"pero"
S /s/ As in "soup"

SH /ʃ/ As in “shy”
T /t/ As in "time"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_glottal_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental,_alveolar_and_postalveolar_trills#Voiced_alveolar_trill
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U /ʊ/ As in "book"
V /v/ As in "voice"
W /w/ As in “water”
Y /j/ As in “yes”
Z /z/ As in “zebra”

○ The /k/ sound can be written as K or C.
○ Vowels are nasal before M and N.

Stress:

○ The stressed syllable falls at first on the long
vowel in the word. If not present, then it falls on
the first vowel.

Important Words:

Name Etymology Nandhi
The Six Cities
Confederacy - Fahaja De Vire

Theocracy of
Iesadhe -

Vardhishyam
Jesadi
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Taba grass Tab

Sumabi darkness Sumab

Arges land Arg

Oba water Veb

Dobe near water Deb

Dobrai people of Dobe Debra

Celote flat Kelo

Sojourde that flows Shejwardh

Salye bringer of food Saleye

Samana alluvial Samana

Hames Pere estuary village Hame Par

Tyamana of stone Asyamana

Amur salt Emur

Alcedes garden Lecadh

Borba spring Barb

Madrona shell Manirna

Borba Del spring woods Barb Lare

Al'Cemg near a shining
place

Alecem

Cëm shining place Keem
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Surva Del dense woods Surv Del

Arkiya landmass Arikha

Iesa meadow Jara

Casse spring
(season)

Kasse

Iesadhe river near the
meadow

Jesad

Nynthe valley Naaf

Masym sediment Marna

Iesani people of Iesa Jesani

Amah heaven Amah

Argedhom book of Dhom Argedhom

Santári people of
Santar

Santragi

Santárem sacred land Santragin

Santodouro sacred golden
land

Santodabre

Verede path Vardh

Mesera
one that
deposits

sediments
Mara

Tavira a type of tree Tabhara
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Vente town Ven

Ferro iron Fedir

Pataias market Paatayish

Terva cloudy Zurb

Sulponte cliff of sun-bay Sulpon

Tuncoro river Dancoro

Joane of flowing
water

Jevana

Ordei goes swift Urdee

Castan long river Katev

Ordemira fort of Ordei Urdemira

Pencova rock pit Penkova

Avelar fruitful Elavar

Cala name of a tree Kara

Cavalum place full of
barley

Kabaram

Cercal surrounding Kaarkar

Cante clay Kan

Neiva name of a tree Naava

Cambres bush Kamres
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Tiande near the stone Tiard

Bensa forest Bensa

Santar sacred place Santrages

Covelas small pit Kovelas

Mira waterfall Mira

Beringel name of a tree Beroncala

Faeil Dair gathering of
wanderers

Fah Dar

Forlone cold water Furvira

Antua dark water
(dialect)

Antua

Sûl sun Sul

Eilles garden
(dialect)

Eilles

Thëre calm, warm
(dialect)

Deere

Estôm harbor Tev

Tranha strange Asrahana

Baham red river Barna

Noeima clear water Nuaama

Emish place with Emish
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sand, dust

Nare oasis, also a
personal name

Nare

Nandhi people of
Nandh

Nandhi

Nandh desert Nandh

Alecar marshland Alecar

Platinum Coin loanword from
Iesani

Dasnovar

Gold Coin to glow Bir

Silver Coin loanword from
Iesani

Sereb

Copper Coin loanword from
Iesani

Kob

The Ribbon to bind Kantek

Duke, Duchess loanword from
Santári

Etecaya

Marquess,
Marchioness

loanword from
Santári

Daraya
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Count, Earl,
Countess

loanword from
Santári

Kantaya

Baron, Baroness
loanword from
an old word in

Santári
Faraya

Mayor loanword from
Santári

Trairo

Lady, Lord land Argara

King to rule Vashwar

Queen to rule Vashwar
Emperor,
Empress

Chosen by
God

Vardhaja
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Word Order:

Word Order:

Article Adjective Noun

Genitive
Case /

Possessive
Pronouns

Postpositions

Sentences:

Subject Object Complement Verb Modal
Verb Particle

○ Examples:

I love you = Bir meenala

I love the forest = Ne lecadharg meenala

Interrogative Sentences:

○ Question Words usually start the sentence.
○ Postpositions will appear after the Question

Word.
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○ Interrogative sentences without Question
Words are marked by the particle “She”, which
appears after the verb.

○ Examples:

What (subject) is that? = She ti teyihe?

Who ( object) do you love? = Shepeh bir meenala?

Do you understand it? = Bir nan latbedhihe she?

What are you talking about? = She kambe bir

pevihe?

Articles:

Definite Article

Singular Plural

ne te

○ Articles come before the noun.
○ There is no indefinite article.
○ Articles are invariable.
○ Words in plural do not change if accompanied

by an article.
○ Examples:
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The woman = Ne surem

The women = Te surem

Nouns:

○ There is no grammatical gender, and usually no
difference between masculine and feminine
nouns.

○ There are two grammatical numbers, singular
and plural.

○ There are three grammatical cases: subjective
(subject of the sentence), objective (object of
the sentence) and genitive (indicates
possession).

○ Only nouns and pronouns change according to
the grammatical case.
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Cases:

Singular Plural

Subjective/
Objective

- -a

Genitive -i -e

○ Last vowel is removed before adding the
suffixes, unless it is the only vowel.

○ There are no articles for genitive cases.
○ Examples:

King = Vashwar

Kings = Vashwara

Of the King = Vashwari

Window = Te

Windows = Tea

Of the Window = Tei

Way = Dungha

Ways = Dungha
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Personal Pronouns:

Personal Pronouns:

1st
Person

Singular

2nd
Person

Singular

3rd
Person

Singular

1st
Person
Plural

2nd
Person
Plural

3rd
Person
Plural

Reflexive
and

Reciprocal
Pronoun

Subject ar
janbir*

/ bir
nar zar

janbira
* / bira

tiar -

Object arg
janbir*

/ bir
nan zag

janbira
* / bira

tiag gharur

Genitive /
Possessive
Pronouns

ari
janbiri*

/ biri
na za

janbire
* / bire

ti gharuri

○ Personal pronouns as subjects can be omitted,
although usually “janbir”, “bir”, “janbira”,
“bira” are not omitted.

○ “Janbir, jambira” are the formal pronouns and
“Bir, bira” are informal.

○ "Gharur" is used with every person as the
reflexive or reciprocal pronoun.

○ Examples:

It is dark = Sume teyihe
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He is my friend = Asram ari teyihe

He hears me = Arg lardhihe

I love it = Nan meenala

I love myself = Gharur meenala

I see him = Nan la

Verbs:

Conjugation:

1st
Person

Singular

2nd / 3rd
Person

Singular

1st
Person
Plural

2nd / 3rd
Person
Plural

Time
Independent

-a -ihe -imi -iham

Infinitive Participle

-ardha -aja
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Temporal Particles:

Present
Particle

vad

Future
Particle

nera

Past
Particle

neb

○ Time Independence expresses the meaning
of a verb but does not specify when it
occurs. For example, if the context is clear,
there is no need to use a verbal particle to
indicate time.

○ The infinitive ending -ardha is removed
when conjugating the verb.

○ There is no Present Continuous.
○ Particles appear after the verb. Imperative

is formed by placing “nera” at the
beginning of the sentence instead.

○ Examples:

Do it! / Make it! = Nera bir nan vihe!

She does it / She makes it (time independent) =

Nan vihe

She does it / She makes it (present) = Nan vihe vad
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She did it / She made it = Nan vihe neb

She will do it / She will make it = Nan vihe nera

Numerals:

Cardinal Ordinal
0 bar -
1 sev tarar
2 vev venvimar
3 him himomar
4 ajev ajanvimar
5 varee vareyomar
6 de demar
7 joghe joghemar
8 miv mirvimar
9 sapir sapiromar

10 mee meyomar
11 semee semeyomar
12 vemee vemeyomar
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13 himmee himmeyomar
14 ajamee ajameyomar
15 varemee varemeyomar
16 demee demeyomar
17 joghemee joghemeyomar
18 mirmee mirmeyomar
19 sapiremee sapiremeyomar
20 venvime venvimemar
21 venvime sev venvime tarur
22 venvime vev venvime venvimar
23 venvime him venvime himomar
24 venvime ajev venvime ajanvimar
25 venvime varee venvime vareyomar
26 venvime de venvime demar
27 venvime joghe venvime joghemar
28 venvime miv venvime mirvimar
29 venvime sapir venvime sapiromar
30 himome himomemar
40 ajanvime ajanvimemar
50 vareyome vareyomemar
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60 deme dememar
70 jogheme joghememar
80 mirvime mirvimemar
90 sapirome sapiromemar

100 meyome meyomemar
200 venvimeyome venvimeyomemar

1000 meyovir meyovremar
2000 venvimeyovir venvimeyovremar

Example Sentences:

English Nandhi
The Nandhi remain
devout and pious.

Nandhi vaarumar asrihe.

The southern desert is
home to the Nandhi.

Ne sul nandh vilf Nandhi
teyihe.

This is even truer
among the nomadic

Nandhi, who are

Ja kar tumar vardhirar
darar Nandhi maru teyihe,
she ne vilfarab tu latbedhaja
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known for their
hospitality

teyihe.

the Nandhi of the
southern desert are

better educated.

Nandhi sul nandhi tumar
vardh lakaja teyihe.

The Nandhi consider
themselves to true

heirs of Abeul Rin.

Nandhi gharur kalara
vardhirar Abeuli Rin

vayedhihe.
Nare was the capital

of a burgeoning
Nandhi empire

Nare ne fedirf lecadhara
vardhajami Nandhi teyihe

neb.
the Nandhi

civilization was
wracked with schisms

and eventually
collapsed

Ne viram Nandhi penama
ka vardhaja teyihe neb mar
turnire karni vardhihe neb.

These tribal Nandhi
pay homage to Dhom.

Fahar Nandhi Dhom janihe.

The Nandhi live in
small nomadic bands.

Nandhi kam darar ranfa de
veedhihe.

Hello, how are you? Vardhika, laron bir teyihe?
I am great, how about Vardhirar teyiha, mar bir
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you? she?
Goodbye, see you

soon!
Vardhika, ti tumar!

What is your name? She vardham biri teyihe?
My name is... Vardham biri ... teyihe.

Good Morning, let's
begin!

Vardh deha, dehimi!

Greetings, friends! Vardhika, asrama!
Good night, until the

next one.
Vardh dungh, ti tumar!

Good afternoon, can
we start?

Vardh kasura, dehardha
vayimi she?

Thank you! (I am
thankful)

Jane!

You're welcome! Amah ka!
Welcome! Amah!
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Writing System:

Rules:

○ The Writing System is called Zelkaja.
○ It is an alphabet, in which each symbol

represents one sound.
○ It is written from left to right, top to bottom.
○ Aspirated consonants are written alongside a

dot, and their non-aspirated counterparts are
written without it.
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Symbols:
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Example:
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Vocabulary:

Nandhi English
1 abir elf, white
2 alaremarir otherwise
3 alarnir somehow
4 alecab family, nobility
5 alecar swamp
6 alecardha to inflate, blow
7 alecev noble
8 alek heart
9 aleshwena bubble, ball

10 amah

heaven, welcome,
loanword from

Iesani
11 ara tower
12 areya moon
13 areyem man
14 areyev month
15 arg land
16 argara lady, lord
17 arikha landmass
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18 ark soil
19 arv large, thick, dense
20 asra hand

21 asraar
mayor, loanword

from Santári
22 asraha head
23 asrahi up, upwards, away
24 asram friend

25 asrardha
to maintain, remain,

touch, feel
26 asrem serpent, snake
27 asremardha to crawl, creep
28 asyama stone
29 asyamardha to throw
30 asyamev of stone
31 bar red
32 baraja gas, void
33 barb spring, fountain
34 barbardha to burst
35 barbhara vulcano
36 bardh mystery
37 bardhardha to be bad, evil
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38 bardhoram mysterious
39 barir nowhere
40 barirbe from nowhere
41 barirti to nowhere
42 barsev no one, nobody, none
43 barshe nothing
44 baru no
45 baru dungha no way
46 barumanra never, nowhen
47 barur evil, bad
48 barv blood
49 barvadhardha to hide
50 barvadhu behind
51 barvaf secret (adjective)
52 barvatab secret (noun)
53 barvev neither
54 be out, outside, from
55 be dehaja again
56 be dehaja tecaja reborn

57
be dehaja

vayedhardha to remember

58 bensuvardh point
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59 bensuvardha to put, place
60 bevayedhardha to forget
61 bir gold
62 birev golden, valuable
63 brardha to glow, shine
64 brem light (noun)
65 dar nomad
66 dara fog
67 daraja chair
68 darar nomadic

69 daraya
marquess (loanword

from Santári)
70 dardhardha to walk
71 dardhi foot
72 dargaja dry, thirsty
73 dargajardha to dry
74 dargajena drought, thirst
75 daro stick
76 darv pale

77 dasnovar
platinum (loanword

from Iesani)
78 de inside, in
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79 defahardha to shelter
80 deha morning
81 dehaja new
82 dehar soon, early
83 dehardha to start, begin
84 dehecardha to move
85 dishal mount, hill
86 dishalam mountain
87 dra earth, ground
88 dragardha to die
89 dragev deadly
90 dragevardha to kill, slay
91 draghena death
92 dragse martyr
93 drecardha to farm, plant
94 drek seed
95 dreshwar farmer
96 dreshwe farm
97 drev human
98 dungh night
99 dungha way (manner)

100 dungham dream
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101 dunghamardha to dream
102 dunghardha to lay down
103 elava fruit
104 elavar fruitful
105 elavardha to produce
106 elavef product
107 ema sand, dust
108 emanrardha to smell
109 emanre nose
110 eme dusty, dirty
111 emur salt

112 etecaya
duke (loanword from

Santári)
113 fah tribe
114 fahaja confederacy
115 fahar tribal
116 fahardha to gather

117 faraya
baron (loanword
from Santári)

118 fedir iron

119 fedirf
heavy, important,

capital
120 fedrardha to lift
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121 fedri arm
122 fedriya weapon
123 furne cold
124 furnendhardha to be cold
125 hama bravery, vigor
126 hamaja violent
127 hamar brave
128 hame estuary
129 hamerkardha to fight
130 hamye orc
131 hanshwar fighter
132 ja this
133 jamanra now
134 jan here

135 janardha

to express approval,
praise, elevate, pay

homage
136 janbe hence, from here

137 jane

gracious, pleasing,
acceptable, agreeable,

welcome, dear,
grateful, thankful

138 janghev goblin
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139 jangho hobgoblin
140 janirdhardha to thank
141 jankayish proclamation
142 janti to here
143 janvar bard, poet
144 janvaram poetry

145 jara
meadow, field,

campaign
146 jarb grace, gratitude
147 jardha bird
148 jardhardha to fly
149 jare wide, broad
150 jarkardha to proclaim
151 jecardha to melt
152 jeshwar alchemist
153 jeshwe coin
154 jev poem
155 jevaja stream
156 jevardha to flow
157 jevon wing
158 jevonvi feather
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159 ka
long, whole, along,

with
160 kaar keen
161 kaardha to hunt
162 kaareshwe fence

163 kaarkar
surrounding
(adjective)

164 kaarkardha to surround
165 kaarvar ranger, hunter
166 kab barley
167 kabara bitter, sour
168 kabedhardha to be sharp, sour
169 kabem horn
170 kabhe knife
171 kaf tail

172 kal
lot, inheritance,

allotment
173 kalara heir
174 kalef short
175 kalf clay

176 kam
bug, small, mean,

malicious
177 kambe about
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178 kame near

179 kamem

light (in weight),
light (adjective -

color)
180 kamontabhe bugbear

181 kanardha
to glue, paste, stick

together
182 kanf few, less

183 kantaya

count (title,
loanword from

Santári)
184 kantecardha to bind
185 kantek ribbon, rope
186 kar flat, plain, even
187 kara beech
188 karcardha to dip, immerse
189 kardha to cut, cut off
190 kardha cat
191 kardhardha to scratch
192 kardhi fingernail
193 karen bottom, reason
194 kari sword
195 karna scar
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196 karnab depth, depths
197 karnar tiefling
198 karnardha to sink, fall
199 karne deep
200 karni down
201 karnir because
202 karnu under
203 karo tooth
204 karolf leaf
205 karshwena immersion
206 karvardh dungeon

207 karvira
bark of a tree, paper,

book
208 kasura afternoon
209 katar complete
210 katarab completeness
211 katedh item
212 katedhanvish monastery
213 katedhardha to be whole
214 katedhev alone, monk
215 kavir bush, thicket
216 keema lightning
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217 keemaja clean, clear
218 keemajab clarity
219 keemardha to clean
220 keemur fire, fireplace
221 kel flatland

222 kob
copper (loanword

from Iesani)
223 lakardha to teach, educate
224 lanara witch
225 lar wood

226 larab
wisdom, knowledge,

art
227 larara wise
228 lardha to see
229 lardha attention, caution
230 lardhar cautious, careful

231 lardhardha

to watch out, guard,
pay attention, listen,

hear
232 lare woods

233 larna
form, shape, look,
appearance, type,
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sort, class, style,
notion, idea

234 laro eye
235 laron how, whereby

236 laror
seer, viewer, watcher,

guard, listener
237 larv wizard
238 lashse witness
239 lasrara visit, guest
240 lasrardha to find
241 latbedhardha to know, understand
242 lecadh garden
243 lecadha flower

244 lecadhara

burgeoning,
flowering,
blossoming

245 lecadhardha to thrive, blossom
246 lecadharg forest
247 lecir everywhere
248 lecirbe from everywhere
249 lecirti to everywhere
250 lejan thus, hereby
251 lek every, each, all, very
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252 lek dungha everyway

253 lesev
everyone, everybody,

all
254 leshe everything, all
255 leshwe both

256 letbir
anyhow, however,

howsoever
257 letir thereby
258 mana hour
259 manabir half elf
260 manhamye half-orc
261 manir thin
262 manirf half, halfling
263 manirna shell
264 manrardha to split
265 mantafa half-giant
266 mar and
267 maraja pregnant
268 mardha to sit
269 mari into
270 mariya throne
271 marna sediment
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272 marnardha to be pregnant
273 maru among
274 marv fertile
275 meenalardha to love
276 meera fort
277 meerardha to protect
278 meeri shield
279 meeriardha to shield
280 naardha neck
281 naardhardha to turn, come
282 naav knee
283 naava a type of tree
284 naavaja treasure, vault
285 naavar high, tall
286 naavarabir high elf

287 naavardha

to bend, curve, arch,
vault, twist, wind

around
288 naavaror druid
289 naavim bow, arch
290 naavo worm
291 nandh desert
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292 nandhardha to be hot
293 narara hot
294 nare cauldron, oasis
295 nenbecardha to take
296 nenbev wealthy
297 nenbhe wealth
298 nenrardha to desire, want
299 nenrona will
300 nerbardha to have
301 niraja sleep, dream
302 nirardha to sleep, dream
303 nirede asleep
304 nirev sleepy
305 niri bed
306 nirshalam cattle, livestock
307 nirvar father
308 nirvara mother
309 niv flesh, meat
310 nuaama alcohol

311 nuemrayish

reincarnation,
loanword from

Iesani
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312 paa merchandise
313 paardha to exchange, barter

314 paatayish
exchange, barter,

market
315 par people, village
316 pedal ear

317 peh
person, individual

(noun)
318 pehar personal, individual

319 peharab

personality,
individuality,
characteristic

320 peho child
321 pen cliff
322 pena boulder, rock
323 penam schism
324 penar noisy
325 penardha to jump
326 pev noise
327 pevardha to speak, talk
328 raham place, setting

329 rahu
or, on the other hand,

otherwise, or else
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330 ramar after, but
331 ramardha to grind, crush
332 ramem windmill
333 rami pestle
334 ranf band, group
335 remitya dragon
336 remityev draconian
337 ru by
338 saleyaja fodder
339 saleyardha to feed, nourish
340 salf sacred
341 sam shadow
342 samam cave
343 samardha to wash
344 same alluvial (noun)
345 samev alluvial (adjective)
346 san shrine
347 sane holy
348 sangha temple
349 sankayish sacrifice
350 saraja guts, belly
351 sardha to eat
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352 sari mouth
353 sarkardha to sacrifice
354 seleb dog
355 selebhe money
356 selebir flock
357 semar other

358 semari
something else, else,

other
359 semarir elsewhere
360 semarirbe from elsewhere
361 semarirti to elsewhere
362 semaru another

363 semarumanra
elsewhen, another

time
364 sene someone, somebody
365 senebe from somewhere
366 seni something
367 senir somewhere
368 senirti to somewhere
369 senu some
370 senumanra sometime, somewhen

371 sereb
silver (loanword

from Iesani)
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372 setenu
ever, always,

everywhen

373 she
what, which,

interrogative particle
374 sheb pit
375 shebardha to dig
376 shebhar dwarf
377 shebhe metal
378 shebhena root
379 shebhenvir branch
380 shemanra when
381 shen where
382 shenbe whence, from where
383 shenti to where
384 shepeh who
385 sul south, southern
386 sumab darkness
387 sume dark
388 sumev rogue
389 sumye bringer of darkness
390 sura sun, noon
391 surabir sun elf
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392 surem woman
393 suro star
394 ta ford

395 tab
any, whichever,

whichsoever
396 tabardha to grow
397 tabedh animal
398 tabhara a type of tree

399 tabhara
either, whichever,

whichsoever
400 tabhe bear

401 tabir
anywhere, wherever,

wheresoever
402 tabirbe from anywhere
403 tabiro grass
404 tabirti to anywhere

405 tabumanra

anytime, anywhen,
whenever,

whensoever
406 taf grown-up, big
407 tafa giant
408 taraja route
409 tarar narrow
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410 tardha to go
411 tardhar dangerous
412 tardhara adventurer
413 tardhardha to risk, try, explore
414 tardhona risk, danger
415 tardhonardha to fear
416 tardhonayish fear
417 tardhonram fearful, afraid
418 tariya palace
419 tariyev paladin

420 tasev
anyone, anybody,

whoever, whosoever

421 tashe
anything, whatever,

whatsoever
422 tayish journey
423 te window
424 tecaja born
425 tecam if

426 tecardha
to lead, carry, ferry,
bring, bear, support

427 tee column
428 teeja strait, narrow sea
429 teem harbor, port
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430 teera
former, prior, far,

distant
431 tek leg
432 tem face
433 temar against
434 temara own, private
435 temaradh back (noun)
436 tena bridge
437 tenu through, over
438 tenuveedhardha to survive
439 teshwar leader

440 teyardha
to stay, stand, be,

exist

441 teyev
robust, sturdy,

strong

442 ti
that (conj.), that

(one)

443 ti
to, towards, forward,
forth, onward, until

444 tiam door
445 timanra then
446 tinenbecardha to learn
447 tir there
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448 tirbe thence, from there
449 titenu back (adverb)
450 tu before, in front, for
451 tualecire in every sense

452 tubhare
noway, not at all, not

in the least
453 tujane herefore

454 tumar

besides, except,
beyond, more than,

more
455 turemare elsewise
456 turne why, wherefore
457 turnire eventual, eventually
458 tutbire whyever, whysoever
459 tutire therefore
460 tuvardh chest, breast
461 vaar soul
462 vaara faith, belief
463 vaaram religion
464 vaardha to believe

465 vaarumar
religious, devout,

pious
466 vadhir day
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467 vadhiro
holiday, a holy day,

festival

468 vadhirotev
festive, festal, joyful,

merry
469 vadhu on
470 vakardha to rule
471 var swift
472 varar many, much, very
473 vardh good
474 vardha to do, make

475 vardhaja
emperor, empress
(chosen by God)

476 vardhajam empire
477 vardham name
478 vardhardha to break, wrack
479 vardhi god, truth
480 vardhibe world
481 vardhika hello, goodbye
482 vardhirab divinity

483 vardhirar
godly, divine, true,

great
484 vardhirem type of priest
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485 vardhiro
box, chest, grave,

tomb, sword sheath
486 vardhishyam theocracy
487 vardhishye avatar, Theon
488 vardhona doom
489 vardhor servant, serf
490 vare round, egg
491 varf round
492 vari around
493 vashwar ruler, king, queen
494 vashwaram kingdom
495 vashwe rule, law
496 vaya magic, power
497 vayaram powerful, magical
498 vayardha to be able, can, may
499 vayare sorcerer
500 vayedha mind, thought
501 vayedhardha to think, consider
502 veb water, lake
503 vebara wet
504 vebaram water creature
505 vebardh drink
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506 vebardhardha to drink
507 vebhe tongue, language
508 vebkarna waterfall
509 vebye vessel, ferry
510 veedh body
511 veedha life
512 veedhara alive
513 veedhardha to live
514 verlosor Soul Warden
515 vilf house, home
516 vilfara host
517 vilfarab hospitality
518 vilfardha to host
519 vir town, city
520 viram civilization
521 virardha to build
522 zanikha ship
523 zanshwar river
524 zanshwe fish
525 zar warm, calm
526 zarkardha to swim
527 zarsh beach
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528 zelek hair, wool
529 zelkabir wild elf
530 zelkara wild
531 zelkarab wildness
532 zelkedh wild animal
533 zelkedhardha to be wild
534 zelkev barbarian
535 zurb cloud
536 zurbardha to cover
537 zurbhar roof
538 zurbhe skin
539 zurbor veil
540 zurf cloak
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